A GLOBAL INVESTMENT
STRATEGY THAT AUTOMATICALLY
ADAPTS TO MARKET CHANGES

Solas Wealth strategies are unique because they offer:
Asset class diversification
You gain exposure across several major global asset classes in a
single investment vehicle
A rules-based process
Your capital can be protected during times of prolonged market
volatility because the repeatable process for making all portfolio
decisions leaves no room for emotional decision-making during
times of euphoria or fear
A focus on downside protection
Your portfolio is constructed in a way that aims to preserve your
investment during market downtrends (like the “coronacrash” of
March 2020), which can be particularly important if you’re around
retirement age
Automatic adjustments in response to market changes
Your portfolio naturally adapts when there are uptrends/downtrends in an asset class, interest rate change, volatility arises, and
inflation/deflation occurs
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For more information, see Form ADV Part 2A & Form CSR (Part 3) on the Solas Wealth site.

SOLAS WEALTH OFFERS A TRUE ALL-WEATHER PORTFOLIO.
If the markets are in a “business as usual” mode, then your portfolio will look
similar to other investment strategies you may be familiar with.
But, when unique market events arise, your portfolio will automatically adjust.
Here’s what this process can look like during
four common market conditions:
Global Equities

Fixed Income

Usual Market: Stocks Rising & Volatility Low

Inflation Hedge

Alternatives

Inflationary/Rising Rate Environment

Looks like a
traditional growth
model, with heavy
exposure to global
equities
Greater
emphasis
on inflation
hedges &
alternatives

Equities Falling & Volatility Increasing

Equities & Bonds Falling

Significant exposure to
domestic & international
Treasury bonds, as well as
alternatives

Focused in short-duration
fixed income & cash
equivalent instruments, as
well as alternatives

This adaptive approach gives Solas Wealth the flexibility to manage
risk for you, regardless of the market environment.
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For more information, see Form ADV Part 2A & Form CSR (Part 3) on the Solas Wealth site..

